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1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Program Description
SAFETEA‐LU, the federal authorizing legislation for transportation, calls for an increase in
planning for accessibility, mobility, safety, and security of people, across modes, for both
motorized and non‐motorized users. In FY 2008, CMRPC staff began to develop access
management and land use planning strategies that would assist communities in managing land
adjacent to roadways in order to provide for safe and efficient internal and external access for
motorists, transit users, bicycle riders, and pedestrians.
To demonstrate the use of the planning strategies, CMRPC staff selected locations within the
region to which the strategies could be applied. The selection of locations was based on CMMPO
previously‐identified “vital links”, which are considered critical corridors for use in moving
people and goods. Staff identified Route 122A – Holden as an example of near build‐out
conditions of primarily commercial/retail development on the southeastern end of the corridor
and a lot of residential parcels through the entire length of the corridor.
The intent of the Route 122A Holden access management plan is to evaluate the ability to safely
access the existing or proposed land uses from the roadway and/or from adjacent parcels. Staff
evaluated internal site design standards currently in place and their ability to provide for
efficient vehicle, transit, bicycle, and pedestrian movement. Multimodal planning guidelines and
recommended standards were developed to help ensure that communities and other regulating
authorities consider both internal and external vehicle, transit, bicycle, and pedestrian access in
the planning, design, permitting and project approval stages.
1.2 Route 122A ‐ Study Area
Route 122A is a southeast‐northwest state highway within the central Massachusetts region. It
traverses the region from Grafton to Rutland as an alternate route of Massachusetts Route 122,
with a mile‐long concurrency with its parent route in downtown Worcester. This Access
Management Plan with an initial focus on the section of Route 122A in Holden between
Shrewsbury Street and High Street. After the first meeting with the Holden Transportation and
Circulation Committee (TCC), the town expressed the interest to extend the study area west to
the Rutland town boundary. After considering the characteristics and land use of the corridor,
CMRPC staff recommended and the TCC concurred to extend the western limit of the study area
to Jefferson Village, thereby making it a total of 3.38‐mile section from Shrewsbury Street on the
east end to Mt. Pleasant Avenue on the west end, see Figure 1. The Route 122A study corridor is
a two‐lane highway with additional turning lanes at the Route 31 intersection, and major access
drive.
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2.0 ADJACENT LAND USE AND DRIVEWAY INVENTORY
Route 122A is a regional shopping and employment destination, the majority of which is zoned
for residential, retail and office uses. Residential and commercial development defines the
character along the majority of the highway, but public service departments are also present in
some locations. Although the corridor is fairly built out, there is still moderate development and
redevelopment potential. Figure 2 shows the land use in the study area.
Holden’s 2008 Master Plan projects that the majority of the town’s future development includes
the mixed‐use commercial and residential nodes along Main Street and the development in the
Main Street Corridor where existing infrastructure exists and where markets can be increased
for the sale of goods and services needed by Town residents. Also notable, the current zoning
by‐law has two innovative provisions that are intended to encourage classic village types of
mixed uses. A “Mixed Use Development,” with residential, commercial, and business office/
professional uses can be allowed by Special Permit. The Mixed Use Development by‐law
encourages expanded use of the Main Street corridor. The Master Plan also recommended
adopting more stringent design review and site planning to minimize strip development impacts
along Main Street.
Driveways are points of access from public streets to private property and are not intersections.
Safety studies have confirmed that crash rates increase as the spacing of access points
decreases. This is especially true for commercial entrances and exits. Vehicles entering or exiting
the road at driveway locations generally operate at slower speeds than the prevailing traffic,
which increases crash potential and slows roadway travel. Managing driveway spacing often
enhances operations and safety for the entire corridor.
As indicated in Figure 3, there are a total of 178 driveways (88 on eastbound and 90 on
westbound) within 216 parcels along the 3.38‐mile study area, translating to an average density
of 53 driveways per mile. Driveway density standards have not been adopted in Massachusetts.
Based upon standards in other states for urban and suburban arterials with a posted speed limit
of 35 to 45 miles per hour, the desirable minimum driveway spacing will be approximately 150
to 230 feet, allowing for only 23 to 35 driveways per mile. When this range of spacing is not
achieved, the result will be a higher traffic accident rate1.

______________________________________
1

Iowa State University Center for Transportation Research and Education, Access Management Frequently Asked
Questions:2, http://www.ctre.iastate.edu/research/access/toolkit/2.pdf, 2006
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3.0 TRANSPORTATION CHARACTERISTICS
3.1 Traffic Volume
Traffic volume counts are one method used to evaluate traffic. Daily traffic volumes on Route
122A in Holden range from 11,000 to 17,100 vehicles north of Route 31, and 20,200 to 27,600
vehicles on Route 122A south of Route 31. These numbers were obtained by using the traffic
counts data collection performed by CMRPC between 2000 and 2006
CMRPC’s Travel Demand Model was used to estimate the future traffic growth in this corridor.
The model estimates around 1% growth per year along this corridor, which is a healthy growth
factor. This growth would likely increase the congestion and delay on this corridor. Access
management should be considered as a way to minimize the congestion and delay.
Researches on the effects of some of the access management techniques2 that are applicable to
the study corridor are summarized below:
1. Adding continuous TWLTL could increase roadway capacity, reduce crashes, and decrease
delay by separating left‐turning traffic from through traffic.
2. Optimal driveway design (section 6.2 Driveway Guidelines) that could potentially increase
the driveway speed from 5 mph to 10 mph could result in up to 50% reduction in delay per
maneuver by creating less exposure time to following vehicles.
Table 1, below, from the Highway Capacity Manual shows the correlation between Access
Points per mile and Free Flow Speed:
Table 1: Access Points and Free‐Flow Speed
Access Points Per Mile
Reduction in Free‐Flow Speed
0
0.0
10
2.5
20
5.0
30
7.5
40 or more
10

3.2 Safety Analysis
An effective local access management program can play an important role in reducing crashes.
The traveling public would then benefit from faster and safer travel.
CMRPC staff researched vehicle crash information for the three‐year period including 2006,
2007, and 2008, latest available crash data at the time of compilation of the report. Accident
reports filed at the Holden Police Department were utilized for this effort. Figure 4 illustrates
the crash locations and density along Route 122A in the study area.
______________________________________
2

Access Management Manual, Table 2‐5 Summary of Research on the Effects of Access Management Techniques (13)
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Table 2, below presents the crash analysis of all 239 crashes that occurred between 2006 and
2008 on Route 122A in the study area.
Table 2: Route 122A Crash Data Analysis 2006‐2008
Number
Total Number of
Crashed
Crash Severity
Property damage only
Fatal injury
Non‐fatal injury
Not reported
Unknown
Manner of Crash
Angle
Head‐on
Rear‐end
Sideswipe, opposite
direction
Sideswipe,same direction
Single vehicle crash
Not reported
Month Occurred
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Percentage

239

100

167
0
68
3
1

70
0
28
2
0

59
14
123

25
6
51

13
10
9
11

6
4
4
4

24
18
11
13
20
19
23
21
25
27
16
22

10
8
5
5
8
8
10
9
10
10
7
9

Number

Percentage

Number of Vehicle
involved
1
2
3
4

11
211
14
3

5
88
6
1

Road Conditions
Dry
Ice
Snow
Wet
Slush

173
2
5
53
4

72
1
2
22
2

2

1

161
42
1
24
7
1
1
2

67
18
0
10
3
1
0
1

Not reported
Weather Conditions
Clear
Cloudy
Fog, Smog, Smoke
Rain
Snow
Sleet, hail
Unknown
Not Reported

A significant portion (29%) of crashes in this corridor occur at the mid block sections where most
of the access points are located, which indicates that a significant amount of crashes in this
corridor could be attributed to the number of driveways/curb‐cuts. Also, 51% of the crashes are
rear‐end which might be due to vehicles stopping for vehicular traffic entering and existing the
parcels and 25% of the crashes are angle crashes which might indicate that the vehicles might
have collided trying to take a left turn into the parcels. As the traffic increases in this corridor
better access management would provide safer travel along the corridor.
Also, in 2010, CMRPC released a region wide list of Top 5% Crash locations derived from crash
data obtained from 2006‐2008. The analysis used the ‘Equivalent Property Damage Only (EPDO)’
to evaluate crash rates by assigning a specific value to each crash depending on the severity of
the crash.
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• Fatal crashes assigned a value of 10
• Injury crashes assigned a value of 5
• Property Damage Only (PDO) or non‐reported crashes assigned 1
CMRPC located 204 Top 5% Crash Clusters by merging adjacent crash locations into clusters
using a 25 meter radius of nearby crashes. Clusters were only applied to intersections with no
grade separated locations or weaving sections. In the Route 122A study corridor, there are three
intersections on the Top 5% crash clusters list. Table 3, below, presents the three Crash Clusters
in the study corridor that are in the top 5% crash clusters list documented in the 2006‐2008
crash report.

Table 3: Crash Clusters on Rte. 122A

Rank
59
97
175

TOWN
HOLDEN
HOLDEN
HOLDEN

LOCATION
MAIN ST / RESERVOIR ST
MAIN ST / SALISBURY ST
MAIN ST / SHREWSBURY ST

ROUTE
SR122A / SR31
SR122A
SR122A

Crash
Count
38
23
26

Fatal
Crashes
0
0
0

Injury
Crashes
11
10
5

PDO &
Non
Reported
Crashes
27
13
21

EPDO
82
63
46

Table 4, below, from the Access Management Manual shows the correlation between total
access points per mile and typical accident rates (Crashes per Million Vehicle‐Miles Traveled):

Table 4: Access Points and Representative Crash Rates
Total Access Points per Mile

Crashes per Million Vehicle‐Miles
Traveled
2.9
5.1
6.8
8.2

≤20
20‐40
40‐60
>60

Research3 on the effects of some of the access management techniques that are applicable to
the study corridor are summarized below:
1. Adding continuous TWLTL could reduce the crashes by 35%, decrease the delay by 30% and
increase the capacity by 30%.
2. Visual cue at driveway, driveway illumination could reduce the crashes by about 42%.

______________________________________
3

Access Management Manual, Table 2‐5 Summary of Research on the Effects of Access Management Techniques (13)
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4.0 ACCESS MANAGEMENT
The Federal Highway Administration defines access management as “the process that provides
access to land development while simultaneously preserving the flow of traffic on the
surrounding system in terms of safety, capacity, and speed.” In practical terms, it means
managing the number of driveways that a vehicle may encounter without hampering reasonable
access to a property and removing slower, turning vehicles from the arterial as efficiently as
possible. Access Management focuses on both short term and long term improvements.
Town of Holden completed the following checklist provided by CMRPC which provides the town
with a tool to evaluate the local access management program. The Town of Holden has an
overall goal to include access management as part of their local planning. The checklist below
indicates that the Town of Holden partially exercises access management guidelines/principles
on the transportation or roadway aspect but still require to adopt access regulations to zoning
bylaws and/or other local regulations. Some sample access regulations are provided in the long
term recommendations part of this report.
1.

Does your local comprehensive/Master plan include goals, objectives,
and policies that support access management?

√Yes

No

Partly

2.

Does your comprehensive plan or major thoroughfare plan classify
roadways according to function and level of access control?
Do your local zoning bylaws and development regulations include a
statement of purpose and intent that supports access management?
Do your local zoning bylaws and development regulations discourage
commercial strip development on major thoroughfares?
Do your local zoning bylaws and development regulations promote
activity centers with unified access?
Do your local zoning bylaws and development regulations include
regulations for driveway spacing, sight distance, and corner clearance?
Do you restrict the number of driveways per lot or parcel on arterials?
Are minimum lot frontage requirements higher along thoroughfares?
Are new developments encouraged or required to provide interparcel
connections and joint access?
Do you treat properties under the same ownership or those
consolidated for development as one property for the purposes of
access control?
Do your local zoning bylaws and development regulations include
restrictions on flag lots?
Do your local zoning bylaws and development regulations include
standards for lot width‐to‐depth?
Do you regulate design, construction, and maintenance of private
roads?
Do your local subdivision regulations include reverse frontage
requirements for residential lots along arterials and collectors?
Do you encourage shared residential access drives for small
subdivisions?

√Yes

No

Partly

Yes

√No

Partly

Yes

√No

Partly

Yes

No

√Partly

√Yes

No

Partly

√Yes
Yes
Yes

No
√No
No

Partly
Partly
√Partly

Yes

No

√Partly

Yes

√No

Partly

√Yes

No

Partly

√Yes

No

Partly

Yes

√No

Partly

Yes

√No

Partly

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
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√Yes

No

Partly

Driveway throat length?

Yes

√No

Partly

Driveway flare or radius?

Yes

√No

Partly

Driveway width?

√Yes

No

Partly

Yes

No

√ Partly

16. Do you encourage new development to continue or interconnect with
the surrounding street system?
17. Do your driveway design standards address the following:

18. Do you have a procedure for coordinating with MassDOT on access
permitting?
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5.0 ACCESS IMPROVEMENT – RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ROUTE 122A STUDY AREA
5.1 Short Term Access Improvement
In the study area, 147 parcels have 178 access points adjacent to Route 122A. Of the 216 parcels,
•
•
•
•

69 (32.4%) parcels have no access to Route 122A,
118 (53%) parcels have one access point to Route 122A,
29 (13.6%) parcels have two access points to Route 122A, and
1 (0.47%) parcel has three access points to Route 122A

In the total of 144 parcels with access to Route 122A, 30 of these parcels have more than one
access point. Figure 5 shows parcels that potentially need short term access improvement.
•

•

•

For parcels with two access points to Route 122A:
1. If one of the driveways is wide enough to accommodate both entrance and
exit moves, work with the property owner to consolidate the driveways into
one.
2. If the driveways are perceived to be used as an entrance and exit, work with
the property owner to provide clear and visible signage for entrance and
exit.
For parcels with three access points to Route 122A:
1. Work with the property owner to consolidate the driveways into two access
points; one each for entrance and exit. These entry and exit points must be
clearly marked.
Other near term solutions:
1. Provide better visual cue at driveways and driveway illumination.

12
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5.2 Mid Term Access Improvement
This would apply to the undeveloped or redevelopment of parcels in the corridor.
Undeveloped Parcel Access Management
As Figure 2 shows, there are eight (8) undeveloped parcels in the study area. Access
management methods that might be used on undeveloped parcels include:
•
•

•
•

Improving existing access during future roadway reconstruction.
Establishing a local regulatory standard whereby existing properties must come into
conformance with access management policies, when they redevelop or when a change
in use occurs.
Prohibiting driveway access to Route 122A unless no other access to the site can be
provided.
Requiring internal access roads for future residential/commercial subdivisions.

Redeveloped Parcel Access Management
The improvement to existing access points that might be incorporated into future
redevelopment with cooperation from developers includes the following methods:
o

Access Consolidation: Consolidate adjacent access points into one location to reduce the
number of conflict points.

o

Access Elimination: Access to local properties through secondary roadways

14
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Case Studies
A safe and efficient transportation system is an important element of a local commercial area.
Individual business owners are sometimes concerned about the potential impact of access
management requirements on business activity. However studies conducted of businesses
within areas where access management has been implemented show that improved access has
virtually no adverse impact on business activity. The result of some studies also indicate that an
efficient frontage road can sometimes benefit business activity by connecting different
businesses together and attracting customers.
CMRPC staff reviewed the satellite imagery of the corridor and selected several parcels (6 cases)
that had some potential to conduct access consolidation and/or elimination, as shown in Figure
6 below. The feasibility of each case was discussed with the TCC members and following are
some observations and recommendations.

15
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Case 1: Address 1174 and 1158 Main Street: The town owned office building at 1174 Main
Street is occupied by a Law office, a CPA firm, a real estate firm, and the Holden Area Chamber
of Commerce. The Miles Funeral Home is at 1158 Main Street. The funeral home has three
access points on Main Street and the Town Building has no access onto Main Street. Their
entrance and exit is of Highland Street. The recommendation is to work with the property
owners of the funeral home and close the driveway close to the intersection of Main and
Highland Street. Also connect the parcels by using the green space between the parcels. See the
figure below depicting the internal flow pattern for the two parcels.
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Case 2: Address of 1116 and 1108 Main Street: 1116 Main street is a dental office and 1108
Main street is currently vacant building. Both parcels have two access points each. The vacant
building has both the access points on Main Street and the dental offie has one access point on
Main Street and the other on Boyden Road. The recommendation is to work with the property
owners and close the driveways near the intersection of Main Street and Boyden Road. At a
minimum close the driveway next to the crosswalk for the parcel with the vacant building to
improve the safety of the pedestrians try to cross Main Street at the crosswalk. Also connect the
parcels by using the green space between the parcels. See the figure below depicting the
internal flow pattern for the two parcels.
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Case 3: Address of 694, 695, 697, and 700 Main Street: In case 3, as shown in the figure below,
it is not possible to consolidate the lower two parking lots (695 and 697 Main Street) into one
due to the elevation difference between two parcels. The upper two parking lots (694 and 700
Main Street) can be connected by removing the barriers between them. The recommendation is
to work with the property owners and close the driveways shown below. Also connect the
parcels by removing the barriers between the parcels. See the figure below depicting the
internal flow pattern for the two parcels.
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Case 4: Addresses of 1406 and 1392 Main Street: Driveway consolidation is infeasible due to
the considerable elevation difference between the parking lots.

Case 5: Addresses of 624, 628, and 638 Main Street: Driveway consolidation is infeasible due to
the considerable elevation difference between the parking lots.
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Case 6: Addresses of 694, 695, 697, and 700 Main Street : All the four parcels shown in the
figure below are connected . There seems to be a potential to eliminate some of the access
points and make the internal flow better. After discussing with the TCC members and MassDOT,
CMRPC staff realized that the Post Office is very heavily used. Also the Southbridge Savings Bank
has a drive‐through window and hence would require a flow pattern around the bank. There is a
crosswalk in front of the Talbots/Heather shop on Main Street.
Considering all the factors discussed above the recommendation is to work with property
owners and eliminate the driveways for the Commerce Bank and Talbots/Heather shop and
connect the driveways and create a flow pattern as shown in the figure below behind the
parcels. Another recemmendation is to create a crosswalk from the Post Office all the way
across to the Talbots/Heather shop. This would improve the safety of the pedestrains crossing
Main Street and also the pedestrains trying walk across the three parcels.
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Case 7: 1175 Main Street: Upon TCC members' request, CMRPC staff reviewed the parcel at the
southeast quadrant of the intersection of Route 122A and Route 31. The parcel is occupied by
Mobil gas station and Dunkin’ Donuts and has two access points on Main Street and one access
point on Route 31. After discussing with the TCC member and observing in the field, CMRPC
staff realized that the parcel does not have an adequate corner clearance, the distance from an
intersection of a road to the nearest access connection. As shown in the figure below, access
point A and B both are very close to the intersection and can result in traffic‐operation, safety,
and capacity problems. These problems can caused by blocked driveway ingress and egress,
conflicting and confusing turns at intersections, insufficient weaving distance and backups from
driveways into the intersection. When the site is redeveloped in the future, a better access
management could be provided by eliminating the access point B and moving the access point A
further away from the intersection.
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5.3 Long Term Access Improvement
Medians and Continuous Two‐Way Left‐Turn Lanes
Left turns increase vehicular conflicts as well as conflicts with pedestrians and bicyclists. They
result in increased collisions and delay, and complicate signal timing. The following are
indicative of these problems:
•
•

More than two‐thirds of all access‐related collisions involve left‐turning vehicles, and
Where left turns are made from a through lane, virtually all through vehicles in the
shared lane are blocked by the left‐turning vehicles.
Therefore, the presence or absence of a median has a substantial impact on roadway
operations and safety, and on the provision of left‐turn access to abutting properties.
Median types can be grouped as follows:

•

•
•

Continuous two‐way left‐turn lane (TWLTL) – a continuous lane located between
opposing traffic streams that provides a refuge area for vehicles to complete left turns
from both directions;
Traversable median – a median that by its design does not physically discourage or
prevent vehicles from entering upon or crossing over it, included painted medians; and
Nontraversable median – a physical barrier in the roadway that separates traffic
traveling in opposite directions, such as a concrete barrier or landscaped island.

Use of TWLTL
Evaluations indicate that a TWLTL may be appropriate for the following roadways:
•
•
•
•

Roadways in urban and suburban areas with a projected average daily traffic (ADT) of
less than 24,000 vehicles per day;
Collector streets in developing residential areas where residences from on local streets
that intersect with the collector street;
Collector streets in developing sub‐urban areas where direct access is to be provided to
small abutting properties; and
Collector streets in developed urban and suburban areas where there is no crash
pattern that is correctable by a raised median.

Use of a Nontraversable Median
A non traversable median is more desirable than a TWLTL for the following situations:
•
•

All new multilane urban arterial roadways;
Existing multilane urban arterial roadways with ADT in excess of 24,000 to 28,000
vehicles per day, depending on local conditions;
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•
•
•
•
•

Rural multilane roadways;
Bypass of an urban area;
Roadways where aesthetic considerations are a high priority;
Multilane roadways with a high level of pedestrian activity; and
High crash locations or areas where it is desirable to limit left turns to improve safety.

See below for Comparison of Types of Midblock Left‐Turn Treatments:

When staff recommended the TWLTL or the non‐traversable median for the study corridor the
TCC members expressed interest in the TWLTL to reduce the vehicular collisions and delays on
Rte. 122A. The committee was not sure of the opposition they would face from the bussinees
by introducing the non‐traversable medians on the corridor.
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Coordination with MassDOT:
Since Route 122A in Holden is a state maintained road, CMRPC staff met with MassDOT officials
and shared the recommendations of the study. MassDOT was very receptive to the idea of
access management. MassDOT reviewed the recommendations and provided input into the case
studies discussed above. MassDOT staff recommended that the towns coordinate with them
when there is a development proposed and the town feels that the access points proposed are
not in concurrence with the town’s access management policies.
On the long term recommendations, MassDOT officials stated that the current Right‐of‐Way for
the study corridor is 44 feet. MassDOT is required to have 5 feet shoulders on either side of the
road on all state highways. Hence, having a non‐traversable median would not be possible given
the inadequate turning radii for trucks. MassDOT was receptive to the idea of TWLTL in the
study corridor, and were willing to work with the town to explore this option. Also, MassDOT
cautioned that the concept of TWLTL is new in Massachusetts and there would be a huge
education component involved for the driving public. In conclusion, CMRPC staff recommends
that the town further explore the possibility of TWLTL along the study corridor.
5.4 Land Development and Access
Access management is difficult to accomplish through access permitting or roadway
improvements alone. Especially once the parcel is developed; it can be very difficult to make
changes to its access onto a major road. State and regional agencies can influence the land
development process for improved access management, but most land development and access
management strategies are accomplished by local government through their planning and
regulatory functions. For the Route 122A roadway, MassDOT expertise at the early stages of
review would be very beneficial for this process.
A synopsis of Land development and access management strategies that the Town of Holden
can consider includes the following:
Zoning Ordinances:
A zoning ordinance may include access management requirements that will apply throughout
the community. This approach helps limit the creation of access problems when development or
lot creation occurs on areas not addressed by the access management plan. The community‐
wide access management requirements will usually deal with:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Driveway spacing
Corner clearance
Spacing from intersections
Driveway off‐sets
Shared access, frontage roads, service drives
Situations where traffic impact studies are required
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The zoning regulations will need to include options for applying the access management
regulations to nonconforming sites or sites which, because of their characteristics, can not
conform to the regulations. This might include allowing modifications by the Planning Board or
variances by the Zoning Board of Appeals.
Sample Policies:
•
•

•

Higher minimum lot frontages requirements on arterials ;
Cluster Zoning may be used to create cluster or mixed‐use development that work with
the natural features of a site and integrate land uses, access, and circulation systems
into a unified design;
Corridor Overlay Zones may be used to add special requirement onto an existing zoning
district while retaining other requirement of the underlying zone. They are a versatile
method for managing access along high‐priority corridors because they allow standards
to be mixed and matched to fit the unique circumstances of a particular corridor.

Site Plan Approval or Development Reviews:
Application of the access management standards can be accomplished through development
reviews. When opportunities arise, usually through site plan review or subdivision of land, the
recommended standards are applied. Opportunities to affect existing access include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

When a site is redeveloped;
When infill development occurs;
Where there is a change of use (e.g. residential to commercial);
Where a change of business occurs and the trips generated increases (i.e. medical office
to shopping center);
When there is a significant expansion of use; and
During road reconstruction or improvement projects

Sample Policies:
•

•

Properties under the same ownership, consolidated for development, or part of phased
development plans shall be considered one property for the purposes of access
management. Access points to such developments shall be the minimum necessary to
provide reasonable access, and not the maximum available, for that property frontage;
Commercial activity centers with unified access and circulation systems shall be strongly
encouraged on major roadways as an alternative to strip development with individual
driveways. Retail streets shall be encouraged on minor arterial or major collector
roadways, with shared parking and access.
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Subdivision Regulations:
Many jurisdictions provide for a phased subdivision review process that involves a pre‐
application process and conceptual review before a preliminary and final plan application. This
allows planning and engineering staff to advise developers on access standards and issues
before the developer has invested in a surveyor or engineer to prepare the plan.
Access‐related issues that could be addressed in the subdivision review process include the
following:
• Is the road system designed to meet the projected traffic demand, and does the road
network consist of a hierarchy of roads designed according to function?
• Are access roads properly placed in relation to sight distance, connection spacing,
operational capacity and other related consideration?
• Do units front on and obtain direct access from residential access streets instead of
major roadways?
• Does the site layout allow on‐site vehicular circulation without having to use the
peripheral road network?
• Does the pedestrian and bicycle path system link buildings with parking areas, entrances
to the development, open space, and recreational and other community facilities?
Sample Policies:
•

•

•
•

•

Direct access to major roadways shall be limited to preserve the safety, efficiency and
character of regionally important transportation routes. Individual property access shall
not be provided to arterial roadways where alternative access is available;
Access to land development along major arterial roadways shall be preserved through
the use of parallel roads, side streets, and cross access easements connecting adjacent
developments;
Driveway connections shall not be permitted in the functional area of the intersections
of arterial or major collector roadways;
New residential subdivisions shall include an internal street layout that connects to the
streets of surrounding developments to accommodate travel demand between adjacent
neighborhoods, without the need to use the major thoroughfare system;
Residential subdivisions on arterial roadways shall be designed so that street
connections conform to access spacing standards for those roadways. Streets between
those points shall be cul‐de‐sacs with pedestrian and bicycle connections to the arterial
wherever feasible to preserve bicycle and pedestrian mobility.
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6.0 ACCESS MANAGEMENT BEST PRACTICES
6.1 Lot Frontage and Setback Requirements
•

Increase minimum lot size for corner lots to improve corner clearance
Corner clearance is the distance from an intersection of a road to the nearest access
connection. Ensuring an adequate lot size with appropriate corner clearance will protect
the development potential and market value of corner properties while helping ensure
that these properties do not create access problems on surrounding roadways.

•

Increase minimum lot frontage and setback requirement
Establishing higher lot frontage and dimensional requirements on arterial roadways
allows for greater spacing between driveways. When establishing setback requirements,
consider roadway improvement needs and ensure the setback is sufficient to avoid
structural encroachment within the pathway of planned future improvement.
Minimum Lot Frontage
Posted Speed (MPH)
Lot Width (Feet)
< 30
225
35
275
40
330
45
385
>50
450
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6.2 Driveway Guidelines
The following are design standards and guidelines that the town could use while
reviewing site plans.
Driveway design elements (width & radii) based on driveway classifications:

Driveway Classification

Expected Trips
1-20 trips/day

Low Volume
1-5 trips/hour
21-600 trips/day
Medium Volume
6-60 trips/hour
601-4,000 trips/day
High Volume
61-400 trips/hour
>4,000 trips/day
Major Volume
>400 trips/hour

Driveway Design Elements:
Driveway Class

Driveway Width (feet)

Minimum Radius Returns (feet)

Low Volume

10 – 24

15

Medium Volume

24 – 36*

30 (40 Recommended)

High Volume

36**

**

Major Volume

**

**

* A 36 ft. driveway is usually marked with two exit lanes of 11 ft. width, with the balance of 14 ft.
used for a single, wide entry lane. A larger width will be required for a divided driveway design.
**Driveway widths and lane requirements are determined by a traffic study.
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Throat Lengths

Land Use

Driveway Throat Length

Major entrance to a development with

>300 ft, based on traffic engineering
study

4 or more total lanes in the driveway
Regional Shopping Center (>150,000 sq. ft.)

250 ft.

Community Shopping Center (100,000-150,000 sq.
ft.)

150 ft.

Small Strip Shopping Center

50 ft.

Commercial Developments (convenience stores, Gas
Stations)

30 ft.

Driveway Spacing:
Posted Speed Limit
(mph)

Minimum Driveway Spacing (ft) on Minimum Driveway Spacing (ft) on
roadways with AADT < 2000
roadways with AADT > 2000

30

160

75

35

220

125

40

275

175

45

325

225

> 50

400

275

30

Appendix A
MassDOT Access Management Guidelines
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Chapter 15

Access Management
This chapter discusses access management techniques that have potential
application to highways and streets. The chapter is organized to describe
the context in which access management is commonly used;
MassHighway’s role in managing access, including guidelines and driveway
design; other access management techniques; and, land use strategies
that local jurisdictions can use as part of an access management program.
Access management applies roadway and land use techniques in order
to preserve the safety, function, and capacity of transportation corridors.
The objective is to ensure roadway safety and efficient operations while
providing reasonable access to the adjacent land uses. Access
management can also improve the environment for pedestrians, bicycles,
and motor vehicles in all settings and on all roadway types by reducing
and consolidating driveway conflict points.
In addition to the guidance provided in this Chapter, TRB’s Access
Management Manual and NCHRP’s A Guidebook for Including Access
Management in Transportation Planning provide more information on the
development of access management programs including:
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Principles and effects of access management;



Access management techniques and their potential advantages,
disadvantages, and applications;



The interrelationship with land development and how to address
access management in the context of comprehensive planning and
land development regulation;



The rationale for spacing standards and how to choose appropriate
standards for connections, signals, corner clearance at intersections,
and interchange areas;
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Information on the location and design of access features, such as
driveways, medians, auxiliary lanes, and service roads; and



Legal considerations that guide program development and
implementation.

Relationship to Context
The application of access management tools varies according to the
area through which the roadway passes and the function of the
roadway itself. Access management can be an important component of
new facility plans since the designer has more flexibility in the location
and design of driveways. Access management techniques can also be
applied on retrofits of existing facilities where the designer, through
regulatory or negotiated processes, can reduce the number and
improve the characteristics of access to properties along the corridor.
In Massachusetts, the vast majority of access management activities
involve retrofits of existing facilities.

15.1.1

Area Types
Access management can be applied anywhere. It can be particularly
helpful if an access management program is developed for an area
prior to its development to systematically plan for access, or limits to
access, along a corridor. Within rural developed and suburban zones,
development is often comprised of significant commercial development
of medium to large-sized lots, which are favorable to an access
management program. In village, town center and urban locations,
where constraints exist, there may be less applicability of access
management techniques.

15.1.2

Roadway Type
Access management describes a wide range of regulatory and design
techniques to ensure that both access to property and regional
mobility are provided by roadway facilities. Degrees of access control
that influence access management, and their relationship to different
roadway types, are described below.

15.1.2.1 Access Control
A consideration in access management is the concept of access
control. Access control defines the degree to which properties are
connected to a roadway. The following degrees of access control are
possible:
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Controlled Access – Freeways or other major arterials where
access to the roadway is limited to interchange points or major
intersections.



Limited Access – Typically arterials where intersections are widely
spaced and driveway connections are limited (often to right-in,
right-out operations or widely spaced signalized intersections).
Driveways to properties may be consolidated to limit connections
to the roadway. Major intersecting streets may be signalized or
handled at interchanges. Minor intersecting streets may be limited
to right-turn in right-turn out operations or may be gradeseparated.



Full Access – Typically arterials or collectors where access is
provided to adjoining properties without restrictions on turning
movements. Driveway spacing and other design guidelines are
typically applied. Intersecting streets usually provide the full
complement of turning movements.



Uncontrolled – Typically collectors and local roads where access
controls are not employed.

15.1.2.2 Access Management, Access Control, and Functional Classification
Often, access management plans are developed for arterial roadways
that serve local and regional travel and freight movement as part of a
corridor upgrade or planning study. Although most commonly applied
to arterials, access management techniques are also applicable to
collectors which carry higher speed, higher volume flows. Access
management tools are infrequently applied on local streets. Access
management can be an integral part of planning for safety or
addressing high crash locations on all types of facilities.
Access management can be used to improve the relationship between
the adjacent land use and the functional classification of the road. The
designer may have the ability to design access points to the facility
that are consistent with the roadway’s functional classification, as
described below:
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Freeways – Roadways with controlled access. Access is limited to
interchange points and intersecting roads are treated using one of
the methods described in Section 15.3.6.



Major Arterials – Limited access or full access may be provided.
Access management is an important element of the design and
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Access management can
be an integral part of
planning for safety or
addressing high crash
locations on all types of
facilities.
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driveway spacing and configuration should minimize impact to
regional traffic flow. The designer should work with adjacent land
owners to develop driveway spacing and layout consistent with
purpose of the roadway using the guidelines and tools discussed in
this chapter.
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Minor Arterials and Major Collectors – In most cases, full
access is provided. These roadways fall within the middle of the
functional classification system and provide a combination of
access to land and regional mobility. Access points are likely to be
more frequent than on major arterials and greater impedance to
regional traffic flows is expected on these roadways. Nonetheless,
the access management techniques remain important for these
roadways and the designer should meet the driveway spacing and
corner clearance guidelines described in this chapter.



Minor Collectors – Full access or uncontrolled access is usually
provided. Minor collectors provide the highest degree of land
access of the facilities in which MassHighway is typically involved.
Parcel access is often more important than regional mobility on
these roadways. As described above, however, benefits for all
users can be obtained by providing well-designed access points.



Local Roads – Access is usually uncontrolled. The primary
function of local roads is to provide access to the adjacent land
use. Access and driveway design is usually performed to meet the
guidelines of the local jurisdiction.

The Commonwealth’s Role in Managing Access
Access management must consider road design principles as well as
land use planning principles to be effective. As such, it requires a joint
effort between MassHighway and the appropriate communities. While
MassHighway is responsible for providing a safe transportation
network, local jurisdictions are responsible for orderly growth patterns
that minimize the impacts of land use on the transportation system.

15.2.1

Access Guidelines
MassHighway has an active role in access management with the
responsibility to issue permits for all new curb cuts and for
modifications of existing curb cuts on state-owned routes (MGL
Chapter 81, Section 21). Design standards for the provision of access
onto state highways have been in place for decades and have been
updated several times.
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The goal established by MassHighway for the review and issuance of
access permits is to provide for safe and efficient access while
maintaining safety and the operational integrity of the highway. A
design review has also been developed to ensure that driveways are
properly designed so that the safety of all users is maintained.
The MassHighway District Highway Director is responsible for
maintaining the function and operations of roadways with respect to
access in his/her District. In this capacity, the District Highway
Director has discretionary access permitting authority to permit or
deny access if it is not designed adequately (through his/her Permit
Engineer). Details on the process for when access permits are needed
and how they are obtained is available from each MassHighway District
Office.
MassHighway strives to provide well-designed access as part of its
projects; however, a more effective access management program
requires the development of a more systematic approach that
considers roadway classification, traffic volumes, speeds, and local
land use policies, as discussed in this chapter.

15.2.2

Monitoring, Reviewing and Responding to New Development
MassHighway’s Public/Private Development Unit (PPDU) monitors
development proposals that may affect state highways. Many
development projects require permits from MassHighway for access or
indirect access to its facilities. The review and approval of development
projects occurs at the local level following local regulations expressed
in zoning codes, development guidelines, and administrative
procedures. MassHighway’s focus is on the safety and operational
impacts to public ways. Larger projects exceeding the review
thresholds included in state regulation are also reviewed under the
Massachusetts Environmental Policy Act (MEPA) provisions.
Both local and MEPA development review procedures usually require
an assessment of the impacts on nearby roadways of new
development proposals. These transportation impact and access
studies (TIASs) often result in commitments for access design and
offsite roadway improvements. The development project proponent
should consult the Guidelines for EIR/EIS Traffic Impact Assessment
(1989, as amended) by the Executive Office of Transportation and the
Executive Office of Environmental Affairs, as well as other statutes,
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regulations, executive orders or policy directives that govern roadway
and traffic issues.
These review procedures, either under MEPA or local regulation,
provide numerous opportunities for public review and comment on
development projects themselves and associated roadway
improvements. Depending upon the outcome of these review
processes, MassHighway’s PPDU works with developers and their
consultants to ensure that access points and offsite improvements are
designed and constructed to meet standards, including the context
sensitivity and multimodal accommodation goals of this Guidebook. In
many cases, the developer constructs improvements to roadways once
the designs are reviewed and approved by MassHighway and other
responsible parties such as the municipal planning, public works, or
building departments.
Larger projects that require completion of an Environmental Impact
Report (EIR) by the Executive Office of Environmental Affairs, also
require a Section 61 Finding, issued by MassHighway relative to
access, prior to the issuance of an access permit. The Section 61
Finding specifies the driveway access and off-site mitigation measures
necessary for initial occupancy of the project. Additional mitigation
measures and the construction timing of the measures relative to
phased development of a project may also be specified in the Section
61 Finding to ensure that the anticipated impacts from the
development do not adversely impact the transportation system.

15.2.3

Driveway Design
Driveways are points of access from public streets to private property
and, therefore, are not intersections as defined in Chapter 6. The
requirements for making turning movements between public streets
and driveways, however, are similar to the turning movements
required at intersections. Intersection design criteria are presented in
Chapter 6.
Driveways are intended for low-speed vehicle operation, and therefore
should have corner radii reflecting low speeds. Where higher speeds
are required, due to the nature of the public street or due to traffic
volumes on the driveway (as in a commercial parcel), design
guidelines for intersecting streets, as discussed in Chapter 6, are
applicable. Single-lane driveways are appropriate for two-way traffic
for all single family residential uses, as well as for small aggregations
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of residential units such as free-standing apartments. For aggregations
of residential use of around ten dwelling units or greater, a two-lane
driveway (24 feet in width) becomes appropriate. For small
commercial uses with employee-only traffic (i.e., no retail customers
or frequent visitors) a single-lane driveway is adequate. For
commercial uses with retail customers and regular visitors, a two-lane
driveway is preferable. Guidelines for Basic Driveway Dimensions are
provided in Exhibit 15-1.
Exhibit 15-1
Basic Driveway Dimension Guidelines

Residential

Commercial

Industrial

One-Way

10

15

20

Two-Way

10

30

40

5

15

20

R

R

R

45°

45°

30°

Nominal Width (feet)

Right Turn Radius or Flare (R)
Minimum (feet)
Minimum Spacing
From Property Line
Minimum Angle

To allow reasonable entrance and exit speeds without causing vehicle
under-ride and edge clearance problems, the vertical profile of the
driveway cannot exceed certain limits. Maximum grades for residential
driveways are 10 to 15 percent and for commercial 5 to 8 percent.
Vertical curves at least 10 feet in length may be used to connect the
tangent slopes.
Where an open channel is used for roadside drainage, the channel
should intercept the driveway at approximately a 90-degree angle. The
driveway side slope, including the pipe end section for the channel,
should not exceed 1:6 and, preferably, will be 1:12. If construction will
make radical changes on unpaved driveways, it may be necessary to
pave the surface for proper drainage and erosion prevention. In all
cases, the driveway should be paved to a point established in the field
by the District Permit Engineer.
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Sidewalks, bikeways, and parking lanes must be considered in the
geometric design of driveways. A minimum 4 foot wide flush
wheelchair path of no more than 1.5 percent cross slope must be
provided where a driveway crosses a sidewalk.
Elements of driveway design that minimize the negative impact of
driveways on pedestrian travel on sidewalks are:


Minimum width of driveways, using single-lane driveways wherever
possible.



Minimal change to grade and cross slope of the sidewalk, even if
this requires a break in the driveway grade.



For low volume driveways, the sidewalk across the driveway may
be at the same level as the adjoining sidewalk. Heavier volume
driveways should be treated as an intersecting roadway with the
sidewalk ramping down to the roadway surface.



Continuation of the sidewalk paving material across the driveway,
rather than continuity of the driveway paving material across the
sidewalk. Where the paving materials are the same, the sidewalk
should be outlined with joints or saw cuts across the driveway.

Turning and storage lanes should be considered on high-speed, highvolume driveways. Chapter 6, Intersections, and Section 15.3 discuss
the design and warrants for these lanes.

15.2.3.1 Driveway Spacing and Consolidation
Separation of conflict areas is recognized as an effective way to
improve pedestrian, bicycle, and vehicle safety. Extensive safety
studies have confirmed that crash rates increase as the spacing of
unsignalized access points decrease. This is especially true for
commercial entrances and exits. Vehicles entering or leaving the road
at driveway locations generally operate at slower speeds than the
prevailing traffic, which increases crash potential and slows roadway
travel. Managing driveway spacing often enhances operations and
safety for the entire corridor.
Minimum driveway spacing guidelines for the construction of new
driveways are based on posted speed and roadway type, and need to
consider:
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Stopping and intersection sight distances;
The functional areas of upstream and downstream intersections;
The influence of right-turns on through traffic; and
Egress capacity

TRB’s Access Management Manual presents detailed spacing guidelines
for the various roadway types and environmental conditions. A brief
description of each follows:
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Sight Distances - Stopping sight distance and intersection sight
distance are important considerations in driveway location and
design. A discussion of these design criteria is provided in Chapter
3, Section 3.7 of this Guidebook.
Functional Area – All access points, signalized and unsignalized,
have functional areas that often extend beyond the immediate
physical intersection. This area is comprised of auxiliary lane
vehicle storage (or queue) space, and a decision and maneuvering
distance approaching an intersection, as well as merging and
acceleration space departing an intersection, as illustrated in
Exhibit 15-2.
Right-turn Influence – Driveways that are spaced too closely can
impact through traffic operations when a driver must monitor more
than one right turn merging movement (called right-turn conflict
overlap), or when upstream through traffic is required to brake and
slow down for right-turning vehicles (referred to as the driveway’s
influence distance).
Egress Capacity – Closely spaced driveways can interfere with
each other and restrict egress capacity. This can be a result of
increases in decision-making time and the influence of vehicle
maneuvering and acceleration at adjacent access points.

Access Management
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Exhibit 15-2
Intersection Functional Boundary

Downstream Departure

Upstream Approach

Upstream Approach

Downstream Departure

Ideally, driveway spacing as wide as possible is desirable, both from
intersections and from other driveways. However, the small property
parcel size in most settled areas and the right of parcel owners to gain
access to the adjoining street often dictates a minimum spacing.
In certain areas, provisions need to be made for access to existing
parcels of land. However, where multiple existing parcels develop as a
single entity, as in the case of a shopping center, coordinated and
shared access is preferable. Furthermore, indirect access via
secondary roads should be seen as a way to help implement the
minimum standard. Finally, elimination, consolidation, or
reconstruction of sub-standard access points should be incorporated
into redevelopment projects and corridor improvements.
For new residential subdivisions on major arterials, a consolidated
point of access from an internal road network is preferable for all
house lots. Ideally, new lots should not be provided direct access from
major arterials. If lots front on arterials, the advantages and
disadvantages of loop driveways should be considered. Their
advantage in eliminating cars backing out onto the roadway may be
offset be the negative effects of doubling the number of driveway
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openings. Furthermore, connections should be made to surrounding
developments to facilitate bicycle and pedestrian, as well as motor
vehicle access.
Driveway closures are another way of eliminating conflicts with an
arterial that has too many entering access points. Rather than closing
a driveway, access can be restricted to right-in and right-out turns
only to improve the overall safety of the arterial. Existing properties
with multiple points of access onto major arterials are well-suited for
this type of treatment.

15.2.3.2 Corner Clearance
Corner clearance is a related issue to driveway spacing and addresses
the distance from roadway intersections to the nearest driveway
entrance. A primary safety concern at or near controlled intersections
is the reduction of interferences from side-street activity. Whenever
practical, driveways should not be situated within the functional
boundary of at-grade intersections (see Exhibit 15-2). This can
become a significant concern since inadequate corner clearance can
result in backups from the intersection extending across driveway
entrances and blocking ingress and egress.
Although there are insufficient data, most access management
research has concluded that:


Crashes appear to increase as corner clearances decrease;



Retrofitting corner clearances is both difficult and expensive; and



A preferred proactive approach involves establishing a desired
access location in conjunction with minimum frontage requirements
that meets or exceeds the desired corner clearances.

Corner clearance should be provided on the main roadway and on the
intersecting side streets. It is applied to both the upstream approach
and downstream departure side of an intersection. The standards for
each roadway classification are quite different. A restrictive median
can reduce corner clearance requirements. Additional distance may be
needed to provide for increased vehicle queuing at signalized
intersections. MassHighway guidance for recommended minimum
corner clearances is provided in the Access Management Manual.
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Additional guidance for the minimum spacing of driveways from
freeway ramps is provided in Chapter 7.

15.3

Access Management Techniques
A wide array of techniques can be used to manage roadway access.
Appropriate measures vary according to roadway classification and
existing context.

15.3.1

Turning Treatments
Removing turning vehicles from through lanes reduces the conflicts
associated with the speed changes necessary to make turns
(acceleration and deceleration). As such, turn lanes can improve safety
and reduce delays at access locations. The majority of drivewayrelated crashes involve turns to or from the major road.

15.3.1.1 Left Turns

Left-turn lanes provide a
safety benefit.

The safety benefits of left-turn lanes are well documented. The median
crash rate reduction resulting from installation of left-turn lanes is
50 percent, although right-angle crash rates show mixed results at
unsignalized intersections (NCHRP Report 420). Left-turn lanes also
benefit highway operations by delay reductions to through traffic.
Several left-turn warrant methodologies have been developed that
indicate the need for a turn lane based on the volume of left-turning
vehicles as a function of the volume of opposing traffic. The National
Highway Institute (NHI) suggests that such warrants may be
appropriate for rural highways. The 2000 Highway Capacity Manual
indicates the need for left-turn lanes where space permits when leftturn volumes exceed 100 vehicles per hour (vph), and recommends
dual left-turn lanes when volumes exceed 300 vph.
Various standards also exist regarding the length of left-turn lanes.
The standards are generally a function of vehicle speed and traffic
volume, and are designed to allow turning vehicles to leave the travel
lane, decelerate, and make the turning movement, accounting for
queuing at the intersection.
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The length of turn lanes and tapers should be based on MassHighway
left-turn warrants, intersection operations, and design criteria (see
Chapter 6).

15.3.1.2 Right Turns and Use of Paved Shoulder
Similar warrants and design standards exist for right-turn lanes. Right
turn lanes should be considered at new commercial entrances and the
entrances to new residential subdivisions where heavy turning volume
is anticipated. Where numerous commercial or residential driveways
exist in close proximity, consideration should be given to using an
expanded right shoulder as a continuous turn/auxiliary lane. Since
right-turn lanes can cause a shift in the roadway curb or edge and can
result in traffic crossing over bike lanes on the roadway, care should
be taken to ensure that such a treatment does not create an
impediment to bicycle or pedestrian accommodations.

15.3.2

Median Treatments
The selection of an appropriate median type can be critical in providing
for safe and efficient travel along a major arterial. In selecting a
median type, a balance is often needed between providing access to
adjacent properties and ensuring adequate throughput capacity and
travel speeds.
By separating oncoming traffic, and by managing turning movements,
non-traversable medians offer the most significant potential to
improve roadway safety and operations. The provision of a nontraversable median that separates opposing traffic effectively limits
left-turns on a roadway. Safety data have shown the crash rate
reduction attributable to installation of medians is up to 35 percent
(NCHRP Report 420). Wide non-traversable medians prevent crossover crashes, provide shelter for vehicles making left-turns from or to
a side street, and provide refuge for pedestrians or bicyclists crossing
the street.
In four-lane roadway sections, research has shown that the selection
of an appropriate median type is dependent on a number of factors,
including number of access points, intensity of use of these access
points, speed limit, presence of pedestrians, environment (developed,
developing, rural),and the provision of adequate shoulders.
Two-way, left-turn lane (TWLTL) roadway sections as a median
treatment can be appropriate in: 1) volume conditions less than
25,000 vehicles per day, 2) roadway sections with high driveway
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densities and low to moderate volumes, and 3) sections with high leftturning volumes relative to the overall traffic flow. Residential and lowdensity commercial areas are the prime examples of this type of
roadside development. In both cases, TWLTL sections generally are
posted for travel speeds between 25 and 45 miles per hour.
The design of a TWLTL section can also minimize safety concerns if
shoulders are provided and the width of the center left-turn lane is
adequately sized. A 12-foot minimum (16-foot maximum) is suggested
for a center two-way left-turn lane. The center turn lane is a shared
space, so drivers tend to enter this area cautiously. Therefore, in areas
with higher driveway densities, driver transitions into the turn lane will
tend to occur at slower speeds. In addition, in these areas, the
provision of a wider center turn lane (14 to 16 feet) is likely to result
in fewer vehicles partially blocking the through travel lane. On long
corridors, TWLTL sections should broken by median islands to prevent
the lane being used as a passing or travel lane and in locations with
pedestrian crossings.
As discussed in Chapters 5 and 11, segments of non-traversable
median interspersed with left-turn lanes is often preferable to the use
of a TWLTL section to provide pedestrian accommodation and to
reduce the perceived width of the street. Additionally textured, colored
pavements and other features can be combined with TWLTLs to
improve their function.

15.3.3

Signal Spacing and Timing
The spacing of signalized intersections dramatically impacts safety and
traffic operations. Management of signal spacing includes planning for
the frequency of signals, as well as the uniformity of their spacing.
This technique is useful in managing access in some of the developed
and developing corridors, particularly where several traffic signals
already exist.
Optimal spacing depends on travel speed and cycle length. Research
data indicate that as speed and cycle length increase, so does desired
spacing.
Minimum signal spacing should be one-half mile in developing areas,
and one-quarter mile in developed areas. In all cases, signal timing
should be coordinated to facilitate traffic flow. For undeveloped
sections of a corridor, two-mile spacing should be considered.
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Along developing sections of highways, development should be carefully
planned to avoid the proliferation of new traffic signals, and to ensure that
minimum spacing standards are maintained. Local zoning plays a
significant role in managing the intensity of development and
redevelopment that will occur.
As areas experience infill and redevelopment, existing driveways and
circulation patterns should be reconfigured to complement the signal
system to the maximum extent. This may involve closing existing
driveways, rerouting traffic to secondary streets, and providing
connections between parcels. Roundabouts might also provide a
technique for reducing the number of signalized location (see
Chapter 16, Traffic Calming for a discussion of roundabouts).

15.3.4

Inter-Parcel Connections and Internal Roadway Systems
Inter-parcel connections for both pedestrians and motorists can limit
short trips on the main route. These often take the form of simple
driveway and sidewalk connections between commercial sites, so that
traffic moving from one to the other need not access the arterial.
Large residential developments can also be planned to provide a
minimum number of access points on the main highway by
internalizing private driveways on local subdivision streets, which in
turn connect to a feeder road that has direct and full access onto the
main highway. It is important to also plan for future growth of
residential development by planning for interconnections of the
development with adjacent (potentially undeveloped) properties. This
will help avoid a single-entry cul-de-sac serving each development and
ensure that the best and fullest use of the existing access point on the
main highway is utilized.
In some communities, commercial and large residential developments
are allowed only to have indirect access onto a major roadway or
restricted right-in/right-out access, with the full access point on the
side street. This is also done when a driveway is anticipated to have an
adverse effect on traffic safety and operations.

15.3.5

Frontage Roads
An effective treatment to consolidate the number of access points, and
therefore conflict points, on an arterial highway can be achieved
through the construction of a frontage road or a reverse frontage road.
These concepts are depicted in Exhibit 15-3.
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A frontage road is a local street (one-way or two-way) that serves
multiple land uses (properties) and provides one to two points of
access onto the main roadway. A frontage road can be constructed
without taking existing buildings fronting the roadway when the
buildings are setback far enough to accommodate the roadway and
maintain the minimum setback from the road required by zoning.
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Frontage roads have a place in serving commercial development as
well as residential access needs. When carefully designed to facilitate
access and maintain signal operations, frontage roads can be a viable
access management technique for large commercial developments.

15.3.6

Full Access Control Highways
When full access control is proposed for an existing highway or a new
freeway, each intersecting public or private way must be handled
using one of the following options. The options listed below also apply
to dedicated pedestrian and bicycle facilities.


The intersecting facility can be dead-ended, thereby effectively
terminating through traffic.



The intersecting facility can be re-routed to maintain connectivity,
often as a frontage road.



The intersecting facility can be grade separated as either an
underpass or an overpass, thereby maintaining through traffic, but
effectively terminating access to the intersecting highway.



The intersecting facility can be reconstructed as an interchange,
thereby maintaining through traffic access to the intersecting
highway.

The importance of the continuity of the crossing road or the feasibility
of an alternate route will determine whether a grade separation
without ramps or interchange is provided. An interchange should be
provided on the basis of the anticipated demand for access to the
minor road. The decision to provide a grade separation without ramps
rather than an interchange is often based on the following
considerations:
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Lacking a suitable relocation plan for the crossroad, a highway
grade separation without ramps may be provided to maintain
connectivity of low volume roadways. All users desiring to access
one facility from the other are required to use other existing
routes. In some instances, these users may have to travel a
considerable distance, particularly in rural areas.



A grade separation without interchange ramps may be provided to
avoid having interchanges so close to each other that signing and
operation would be difficult. This approach eliminates interference
with large major road interchanges and increases safety and
mobility by concentrating turning traffic at a few points where it is
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feasible to provide adequate ramp systems. On the other hand,
undue concentration of turning movements at one location should
be avoided where it would be better to have additional
interchanges.

15.4



In rugged topography, the site conditions at an intersection may be
more favorable for provision of a grade separation than an atgrade intersection. If ramp connections are difficult or costly, it
may be practical to omit them at the structure site and
accommodate turning movements elsewhere by way of other
intersecting roads.



Many times partial interchanges are constructed initially because
the traffic volumes do not support a full interchange or the
required right-of-way is not available when the interchange is first
constructed. As time passes however, the need for a complete
interchange develops or the right-of-way is obtained.

Land Use Controls
Because access management deals with the relationship between
transportation and land use, it requires cooperation between
MassHighway and local government agencies. Local governments are
encouraged to identify corridor preservation goals and address land
use access requirements in their comprehensive plans.
The Commonwealth, Regional Planning Agencies, and the
municipalities should cooperate carefully to manage access along the
arterial roadway network. Local land use plans and zoning ordinances
that discourage highway dependent development and sprawl are
supportive of MassHighway’s goals to protect and preserve the safety
and function of the Commonwealth’s transportation network.
Some recommendations included in this section fall under the purview
of MassHighway and others fall under control of the local governments.
Consistent application of access management plans, by all parties and
across jurisdictional boundaries, will produce greater success in
preserving the highway system into the future.
The following sections describe approaches to managing access
through land use controls at the local level and are included as
examples of steps local governments can take to improve the
relationship between local land uses and the regional highway system.
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15.4.1

Zoning and New Development
Revisions to local zoning standards are often necessary to effectively
implement access management. Zoning that targets development in
areas with good multi-modal access, requires shared access along streets
and highways, and encourages compact centers as opposed to strip
development is helpful in managing access through land use control and
improving the relationship between land use and access control.
Subdivision regulations and local ordinances should require minimum
lot frontages, dimensions, and street layouts that recognize the
intended function of the roadway (traffic flow versus property access).
The higher the roadway classification, the fewer the number of access
points that should be provided along the roadway. The ability of the
municipalities to provide zoning restrictions to require minimum parcel
frontages on important roadway corridors can significantly aid in the
enforcement of driveway spacing standards (i.e., minimum parcel
frontage standard consistent with driveway spacing guidelines).
Chapter 7 of the Access Management Manual provides guidance on
land use zoning, access controls and subdivision site plan review
processes that are helpful in achieving the full benefit of a access
management plan.

15.4.2

Highway Corridor Overlay District
One of the most effective tools in applying corridor-specific standards
is the highway corridor overlay district (HCOD). This is a separate set
of zoning regulations for parcels within a certain distance from a
roadway, usually an arterial highway. An HCOD generally would not be
used on lower classification roadways. The ordinance implementing an
HCOD contains additional regulations that are over-riding, and in some
cases, additive, to existing zoning regulations. HCODs involve
standards governing access, visibility, and corridor aesthetics. They
generally provide standards for number and location of access points,
inter-parcel connections, size and location of signs, and landscaping
and buffer requirements.
Several communities within the Commonwealth have successfully
implemented HCODs; however, they are often implemented in
response to an already congested roadway. Elements of a model
overlay district that designed for incorporation into municipalities’
zoning ordinances are overviewed below.
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15.4.2.1 Intent
The HCOD should state its intended effects which are generally to
enhance the safety, function, and capacity of designated highways. As
major traffic routes, these highways represent significant community
investments, and contribute to public health, safety, and welfare. They
provide access to jobs and schools, facilitate delivery of emergency
services, support the movement of goods and services, and enhance
economic development. Furthermore, these corridors serve as first
impressions of the community for visitors and the traveling public.

15.4.2.2 Applicability
The applicability of the HCOD should be clearly stated, as an example:
The HCOD shall also apply to redevelopment projects, as defined
herein, regardless of whether such redevelopment requires site
plan or subdivision review. As an overlay district, the HCOD shall
complement the requirements of the underlying zone, which shall
remain in effect. Wherever the requirements of the HCOD conflict
with those of the underlying zone, the greater or more stringent
standard shall apply.
To ensure adequate coordination with MassHighway regarding
highway access management and traffic improvements, no site
plan or subdivision plat shall be approved without a written finding
from the MassHighway District Highway Director that the proposed
roadway, driveway, and circulation systems are consistent with the
Access Management Plan.

15.4.2.3 Access
The purpose of the HCOD is to manage vehicular and non-vehicular
access. To achieve this goal, all site plans should include an access
plan drawn to the same scale as the site plan. These plans should
show the location and dimensions of all streets, driveways, crossovers,
parking areas, access aisles, sidewalks, and any other relevant
information. Access to the HCOD corridor should be provided by direct
or indirect means, consistent with the following planning guidelines:
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Minimal number of access points;



Required corner clearance of driveways from intersecting streets;



Minimum sight distances along the highway for the design speed;
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Internal street layout and connections to the maximum extent
feasible;



Shared access to the maximum extent feasible;



Good pedestrian and bicycle access to minimize conflicts with
vehicular traffic; and



Pedestrian circulation systems that connect uses within individual
projects to adjacent parcels and activity centers.

In order to promote the orderly retrofit of existing developments that
do not conform to the requirements of the HCOD, while encouraging
reuse of previously developed properties, redevelopment standards
should be defined in the language of the ordinance. Given the varying
conditions of existing development, some administrative flexibility is
required in applying standards to redevelopment.

15.4.2.4 Traffic Impact Analysis
As part of HCODs, consideration is often given to requiring a traffic
impact analysis (for example, for all developments generating more
than 1,000 average daily trips). The projected number of average daily
trips should be based on trip generation rates as defined by the most
recent publication of the Institute of Transportation Engineers “Trip
Generation,” or an acceptable substitute. In addition, a traffic impact
analysis may be required for developments generating fewer daily trips
when it is determined, in consultation with the MassHighway District
Highway Director, that safety considerations warrant such analysis.
The traffic impact analysis should identify level of service impacts of
the proposed development and should be used to determine necessary
improvements to support the development. The analysis should be
conducted for the morning and evening peak commuter hours as well
as for other peak hours applicable to the proposed use (e.g., a
Saturday peak hour for retail development). At a minimum, the impact
analysis shall address the following:
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Definition of pedestrian, bicycle, and motor vehicle access
Turn lane and access improvements
Internal site circulation
Shared access/access to adjacent sites
Impacts to intersections and median crossovers
Potential need for signalization or roundabouts
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15.4.2.5 Required Improvements
Required improvements, the need for which is generated by the
proposed development, is determined in consultation with the
MassHighway District Highway Director based on the traffic impact
analyses. The developer shall be responsible for provision of the
improvements.

15.4.2.6 Setbacks
In order to preserve and enhance highway safety and efficiency,
setbacks are often specified in the language of the HCOD. Typically,
setbacks are to remain free from all development, including buildings,
parking areas, gas pumps, canopies, and similar structures and
facilities. Where necessary to accommodate an approved circulation
plan, access driveways are permitted within setbacks.
Setbacks can also be defined for the purposes of establishing
streetscape improvements, or to provide for the future widening of a
corridor when warranted.

15.4.2.7 Other Design Elements
To manage growth in a manner consistent with the intended traffic
safety, operations, and corridor appearance objectives of the HCOD,
design guidance for a number of other physical elements of the
corridor, such as signage, lighting, and landscaping, are worthwhile
considering.
Well planned and maintained signage, landscaping, and lighting will
achieve several benefits in furtherance of this ordinance:




Preserve and enhance traffic operations
Enhance the pedestrian environment
Preserve and enhance the visual quality of designated corridors

Site plans that include a landscaping plan drawn to the same scale as
the site plan, and that show the location, size, and description of all
landscaping materials in relation to structures, parking areas, and
driveways should be required.

15.4.3

Retrofitting Existing Development
Effective access management requires both retrofit and policy actions.
A comprehensive access management plan will include
recommendations to improve existing problem areas, as well as
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requirements to ensure that new development does not degrade the
future highway corridor function. The application of access
management guidelines is not as straight-forward on existing roadways.
While some land uses may be replaced in the future development, a
best-fit (or retrofit) approach must be used to try to achieve the access
management objectives with existing uses.
As an example, a new shopping center or residential development
could provide an access road that connects to an existing church
property that has poor access. This would allow for modification of the
access to the church property. This is a proactive process that cannot
be designed in advance but must be responsive as adjacent
development occurs.
Major highway reconstruction projects should always review the
potential for improvements to access management. A coordinated
effort on the part of municipal officials and MassHighway is required to
ultimately bring corridors up to desired standards.
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